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Abstract: Embedding the secret data into the digital media like image, video audio is rapidly growing technology from the commercial as well as national security perspective. From the past few years the only the presence of the embedded data intensively investigated which is called passive detection. While the active hidden data extraction is relatively new branch in research. This paper gives the survey of the methods for embedding the data using direct sequence spread spectrum technique and gives the method for blindly extracting the hidden data embedded over a wide band of spectrum or transformed domain of digital medium. To extract the hidden data blindly we have used the Multi Carrier Iterative Generalized Least square (M-IGLS) procedure to seek the unknown data hidden in the image host. Neither the original host nor the embedding carriers assumed available. Then to enhance the MIGLS we have used the Cross Correlation MIGLS(CC-MIGLS) procedure, which leads to most effective hidden message recovery by performing the statistical analysis of repeated independent MIGLS processing of the host.
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1. Introduction

The purpose of the data hiding technique is to establish the covert communication between two trusting parties. The steganography is one of the technique to embed the secret data into the cover medium such as image, audio or video and the steganalysis is the counter measure technique to steganography which aims to discover the presence of the embedded data and extract the embedded data from the host. There are two types of steganalysis i.e passive analysis and active analysis. Passive analysis is used to decide the presence of absence of secrete hidden data into the digital medium while the active analysis focuses on extracting the actual hidden data from the past few years the passive analysis is intensively investigate while the active analysis is relatively new branch of research.

In this paper we focus our attention on active detection of data using Spread Spectrum steganalysis. We are using the Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DS-SS) method to embed our secrete data into the image. In case of telecommunications, direct-sequence spread spectrum (DS-SS) is a technique, In which the transmitted signal having more bandwidth than the information signal that modulates the carrier or broadcast frequency. The name 'spread spectrum' implies that the carrier signals occur over the full bandwidth or say spectrum of transmitting frequency. As we are using the transform (spectrum) domain of the image to embed the data hence we can use the DS-SS technique. Direct-sequence spread-spectrum transmissions multiply the data being transmitted by a noise signal. This noise signal is nothing but a pseudorandom sequence of 1 and −1 values, at a frequency much higher than that of the original signal. The resulting signal appears like white noise, like an audio recording of "static". However, this noise-like signal is used to exactly reconstruct the original data at the receiving end by multiplying the data by the same pseudorandom sequence (because $1 \times 1 = 1$, and $-1 \times -1 = 1$). This process, known as "de-spreading", mathematically constitutes a correlation of the transmitted PN sequence with the PN sequence that the receiver already knows the transmitter is using. An iterative generalized least squares (IGLS) procedure was developed to blindly Extract unknown messages hidden in image hosts via SS embedding. The MIGLS algorithm is having low complexity and strong recovery performance of the data. However, the scheme is designed only for single carrier SS embedding in which messages are hidden with one signature only and cant be used for the multi-carrier case. To increase security Realistically, an embedder would favor multicarrier SS transform-domain embedding and/or payload rate. In this paper, we gave a novel multi-carrier iterative generalized least squares (M-IGLS) algorithm for SS hidden data extraction. For improved recovery performance, for relatively small hidden messages that pose a big challenge, experimental studies indicate, a few independent re-initializations of MIGLS and executions on the host can lead recovery of hidden data with probability of error close to attained by known embedding carriers and known original host autocorrelation matrix. Hence to enhance the recovery performance of MIGLS algorithm we are using Cross Correlation MIGLS algorithm (CC-MIGLS). CCM-IGLS is nothing but a statistical analysis of independent M-IGLS executions on the host. Experimental studies on active steganalysis indicate that CC-MIGLS can achieve the recovery of the hidden data with probability of error very close as what may be attained with known embedding signatures and the autocorrelation matrix of the known original host.

2. Literature Survey

In [4] “Information hiding a survey” by fobien A.P petitcolas, Rocj J. Anderson and markus G. Kuhn gave an overview of information hiding and study of analysis for the steganography techniques. They described the number of...
attacks on information hiding and described the number of transformed domain techniques. The authors claimed that the spread spectrum technique is robust information handing system with low probability of errors.

In [1] “A survey of security mechanism with the direct sequence spread spectrum signals” published by Teaho Kang, Xian G. li, Chansu Yu and Jong Kim gave the basic idea of DS-SS spreading process to embed the watermarked information, which can be considered as a counter measure for the attacker who try to obtain the hidden data and sometimes may intended to replace it with the fake message.

To ensure that whether a given image contained a watermark generated with a particular key, two steps are involved, (1) Watermarked decoding, (2) Watermarked extraction. The generalized Gaussian distribution is applied to the DCT coefficients of the image. The author shown in this paper how the resulting detector structure improves the performance with respect to the correlation receiver which uses the Gaussian noise assumptions. As the results of authors work the analytical expressions for performance measures can be derived and contrasted with the results of experiments. The performance errors in this case are probability of watermarked decoding and the probability of false alarms in watermarked detection.

In [2] 2013 paper published by Ming Li, Michael Kulhadjian, Dimitris A. Pados “Extracting spread spectrum hidden data from digital media” proposed a method for blindly extracting the hidden data from digital medium like image, by using the multi-carrier/signature spread spectrum embedding. The data bits are embedded into the frequency domain by using the embedding carriers sequences into a wide range of transformed domain image, while extracting the data neither the original host nor the embedding carriers assumed available. Authors developed a low complexity algorithm called multicarrier iterative generalized least square algorithm (M-IGLS). This algorithm extracts the unknown hidden data with the very low probability of error.

In [3] Active spread spectrum steganalysis for hidden data extraction” by Ming Li, Stella N. Batalama, Dimitri A. Pados and Michael J. Medley proposed the cross correlation enhanced MIGLS(CC-MIGLS) procedure, which enhance the recovery performance of the MIGLS algorithm. Actually the CC-MIGLS based on statistical analysis of repeated MIGLS runs on the stego image and hence it gives most effective method for hidden message recovery.

3. Existing System

The most common technique for the data hiding is the steganography. Steganography is basically classified into three categories. (1) Spatial Domain Techniques , (2) Transformed Domain techniques (3) Other than spatial or transformed domain. However we can further classify these techniques into six categories as follows.

1) Substitution(Spatial Domain) : This method substitute redundant parts of a cover image with a secret key.
2) Transformed domain techniques: This steganographic method embed the secret information in a transformed space of a signal.
3) Spread Spectrum Technique : This technique also uses the transformed space of a signal and also adopt the from the spread spectrum communication technique.
4) Statistical method : This method encode the information by changing the several statistical properties of a cover and uses the hypothesis testing in the extraction.
5) **Distortion technique** : This method store the information by signal distortion and in the decoding step it measures the deviation of the original cover.

6) **Cover generation technique** : This method encode the information in such a way that a cover for secrete communication is created.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Spatial domain techniques** | • Having Large payload but it is often offset the statistical properties of the image.  
                                 • It is not robust against lossy compression and the image filters.  
                                 • Not robust against rotation, and translation.  
                                 • Not robust against noise.  
                                 • Many work only on the BMP format.                                |
| **Transformed domain techniques** | • Less prone to attacks than the former methods at the expense of capacity.  
                                 • There is a breach of second order statistics.  
                                 • There is a breach of DCT coefficients distribution  
                                 • Work only on the JPEG format.  
                                 • Double compression of the file  
                                 • It’s not robust against rotation, translation and cropping. |

Table 1: Drawbacks of current steganography methods

The Table 1 gives the drawbacks of the Spatial domain and the Transformed domain techniques in contrast to the spread spectrum technique. In 2013 paper published by Ming Li, Michael Kulhadjian, Dimitris A. Pados “Extracting spread spectrum hidden data from digital media” proposed a method for embedding the secrete data using the multi-carrier spread spectrum embedding in the transformed domain (DCT/Wavelet transform) and gave the solution for the extraction of the embedded data by using M-IGLS seek procedure.

**Drawback** : In this paper author does not gave the threshold for the number of runs of the M-IGLS seek procedure and the condition for the reinitialization and re-execution of the M-IGLS seek procedure, as it is stated in the paper that certain number of runs of the MIGLS algorithm recover the data which having probability of errors close to what may attend with the known embedding carrier. Also this paper does not provide the signal model representation for embedding the Pseudonoise Sequences with the data bits into the image.

**4. Proposed System**

The proposed spread spectrum technique uses Multi-carrier Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DS-SS) Technique which uses the DCT transform as a carrier for embedding the data in an image. To extract the hidden data embedded by multicarrier DS-SS technique we are using M-IGLS algorithm. The proposed algorithm is having a low complexity and it provides strong recovery performance. It provides probability of error recovery equal to the known host and embedding carriers recovery. The proposed scheme is also used as a performance analysis tool for the data hiding schemes. And also to enhance the performance of M-IGLS algorithm, we are using Cross Correlation MIGLS procedure (CC-MIGLS). CC-MIGLS is nothing but a statistical analysis of independent M-IGLS executions on the host. Experimental studies on active steganalysis indicate that CC-MIGLS can achieve the recovery of the hidden data with probability of error very close as what may be attained with known embedding signatures and the autocorrelation matrix of the known original host.

![Figure 2: Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum Embedding and Extraction of data from an image](image)

**4.1 Problem Formulation**

The hidden message is often a binary sequence which is embedded by substituting a host signal component with a quantized value. Data embedding produces the quantization error. While in the processes of detection, the original image is not available, i.e., we have stego image, we must treat it as additive noise. The process of distortion can be occurring due to the original host image and due to the embedding and compression process. Spread Spectrum method is known to be very robust, except the cost, is very high, the implementation is relatively complex, less secure and the information capacity is very limited. Current spread spectrum steganographic applications with audio media are primarily limited to providing proof of copyright and assurance of content integrity. There is the potential to expand the applications to include the embedding of covert communications. By considering the mentioned problems related to spread spectrum can be overcome by using proposed methodology.

Our objective is to blindly extract the unknown Hidden data B from the Observation matrix Y without prior knowledge of the embedding carriers S and amplitude A, k=1,...,K in V={A1S1,...,AkSk}. 

\[ Y = VB + Z \]

Where \( Y = y(m) \), \( V = A_kS_k \) and the host itself \( x(1), \ldots, x(M) \) in \( Z = [x(1) + n(1), \ldots, x(M) + n(M)] \).

**4.2 Data extraction using CC-MIGLS algorithm**

For detection and Extraction process we are using The CC-MIGLS. As the CC-MIGLS is nothing but a statistical analysis of independent M-IGLS executions. M-IGLS Algorithm is having following steps.

1. Each time compute a least squares.
2. Modify or Update for one of the unknown matrices conditioned on a previously obtained estimate for the other matrix.

3. Process to Proceeding updates the other matrix and repeat until convergence of the least squares cost function is reached.

Convergence is the property that each transformation of the same state has a transformation to the same end state. Convergence of the least square cost is always guaranteed since each update may either improve or maintain. The final output is usually dependent on the initialization.

**Table 2:** Multi-carrier generalized least square data extraction algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$d := 0$; initialize $\hat{B}^{(0)}(\in {\pm 1}^K \times M)$ arbitrarily.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$d := d + 1$; $\hat{V}^{(d)} := Y(\hat{B}^{(d-1)})^T \left[\left(\hat{B}^{(d-1)}\right)^T \hat{B}^{(d-1)}\right]^{-1}$; $\hat{B}^{(d)} := \text{sgn}\left{\left(\hat{V}^{(d)}\right)^T \hat{R}_y^{-1}(\hat{V}^{(d)})\right}^{-1} \hat{V}^{(d)} \hat{R}_y^{-1} Y$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Repeat Step 2 until $\hat{B}^{(d)} = \hat{B}^{(d-1)}$.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since B and V are jointly detected and estimated, correspondingly, if one is not reliable neither is the other in general. We first examine the reliability of the bit matrix decision $B = [b_1, \ldots, b_K]^T$ returned by the M-IGLS procedure of Table 2. The sample cross-correlation between any two bit streams is $\eta_{i,j} \triangleq \frac{\hat{b}_{i}^T \hat{b}_{j}}{M}$, $i \neq j, i, j = 1, \ldots, K$.

**Criterion 1:** If $|\eta_{i,j}| \leq \frac{3}{\sqrt{M}}$ for all $i \neq j \in \{1, 2, \ldots, K\}$

The basic idea behind the final refinement of M-IGLS blind signal extraction procedure is to identify average reliable number of clustered estimation; it means we have to find out the reliable number of runs of the M-IGLS procedure.

**Criterion 2:** for signatures $k$ and runs $p$ can be defined as

$$\rho_{k,p} \triangleq \sum_{j=1, j \neq p}^{P} \frac{\hat{V}_{k,p}^T \hat{V}_{k,j}}{\|\hat{V}_{k,p}\| \|\hat{V}_{k,j}\|}$$

Where, is $p$-th run estimate of $V_k$.

Now set threshold,

$$\hat{\rho}_k = \frac{1}{P} \sum_{p=1}^{P} \rho_{k,p}$$

If $\rho_{k,p} \geq \hat{\rho}_k$ then $\hat{V}_{k,p}$ consider “reliable” estimate of $V_k$ otherwise “unreliable”.

**Table 2:** Cross Correlation Enhanced M-IGLS

For $j := 1$ to $P$

1. Execute M-IGLS of Table I with arbitrary initialization and obtain estimates $\hat{V}_{k}$, $k = 1, \ldots, K$.
2. If estimates are Criterion-1-compliant, $\hat{\rho}_{k} := \hat{V}_{k}$, $k = 1, \ldots, K$; else go to 1.

**End**

For $k := 1$ to $K$

3. Identify reliable estimates for $V_k$ according to Criterion 2.
4. Calculate the average over all reliable estimates $\overline{V}_k$ by (18).

**End**

5. Set $\overline{V} \triangleq [\overline{V}_1, \ldots, \overline{V}_K]$.
6. Execute M-IGLS of Table I with initialization $\overline{B}^{(0)} := \text{sgn}\left\{\left(\overline{V}\right)^T \overline{R}_y^{-1}(\overline{V})\right\}^{-1} \overline{V} \overline{R}_y^{-1} Y$.

**5. Conclusion**

This paper provides a review on secure spread spectrum embedding of data into a digital medium and extracting the data using M-IGLS and CC-MIGLS algorithms. Based on literature survey provided in this paper, this paper gives the method for embedding the data using direct sequence spread spectrum technique to embed the data and gives the method for blindly extracting the hidden data embedded over a wide band of spectrum or transformed domain of digital medium.

To extract the hidden data blindly we have used the Multi Carrier Iterative Generalized Least square (M-IGLS) procedure to seek the unknown data hidden in the image host. Neither the original host nor the embedding carriers assumed available. Then to enhance the MIGLS I have used the Cross Correlation MIGLS(CC-MIGLS) procedure, which leads to most effective hidden message recovery by performing the statistical analysis of repeated independent MIGLS processing of the host.
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